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Arugula Rocket 21 days baby; 40 days full size. The standard salad arugula thrives in cool 

weather. Delicious salad green has a spicy flavor when mature. Long, dark 

green, lobed leaves are suitable for salads or bunching. White flowers with 

dark pink veins make attractive spicy additions to salad mixes.  Eruca sativa.

Arugula Wild, Dragon's 

Tongue

50 days. Dragon's Tongue will temp you with its rich green leaves accented by 

stunning red veins and midrib. Its complex flavor is zesty and peppery. Wild 

arugula has a slightly stronger, more complex flavor than regular arugula. 

Diplotaxis tenuifolia.

Arugula Wild, Rocky 40-50 days. Rocky is a fast-growing wild type arugula that grows in a compact 

rosette form. Wild arugula has a slightly stronger, more complex flavor than 

regular arugula. Flavor can be described as peppery or mustardy with a hint of  

nuttiness. Diplotaxis tenuifolia. 

Basil Cardinal Tightly packed, cardinal red blooms are a striking addition to any herb garden. 

Strong, deep burgundy stems hold fragrant, tasty, bright green leaves. Vibrant 

and colorful thoroughout the summer. Also great for pesto. Height 24-30"

Basil Italian Large 

Leaf

Large plant, 18-24” tall, 12-15” wide with medium-dark green leaves up to 3” 

long.  Sweeter pesto type with high yields.  Pinch back constantly (harvesting 

the leaves) to keep bushier with more production.  Full sun, moist, rich soil. 

(Genovese)

Basil Italian Pesto 

Basil

Imported Italian basil has glossy dark green leaves and full-bodied zesty 

flavor. The classic strain for pesto. 12-18" tall.

Basil Italiano Classico Seeds from Italy. Classic basil with brilliant silky green leaves; very aromatic; 

with sweetness and the distinctive flavor of basil. Great for making pesto. 

Basil Lemon, Mrs. 

Burns' 

The best tasting lemon basil, with a sweet, tangy flavor. Very bright green, 2-

1/2" long leaves with white blooms make this basil both attractive and 

intensely flavorful. Pinch off buds for bushier habit.  Grows 18-24" tall.

Basil Lime Basil Heirloom. Lime flavor mixed with basil. 2" green leaves. Use for chicken, fish, 

salads, ice tea. Substitue for lemongrass in Asian recipes. 12-20" tall.

Basil Nufar Disease resistant Italian large leaf type. For field or greenhouse growing. 

Leaves up to 4" long, sweet scent and flavor. 24-30" tall.

Basil ProEasy A full-bodied Genovese type with compact habit. Height: 18-24".  Width: 12-

15". Cut-and-Come Again. Great disease resistance and unbeatable vigor 

mean big yields.

Basil Thai Thai basil is a key ingredient in Asian cuisine (including Thai red and green 

curry), offering a sweet, anise, clove flavor. Green leaves on purple stems with 

purple flowers. Grows well in containers. 12"-24" tall.

Cucumber Crystal Apple (65 days) Heirloom. Small 3" oval fruit are bright, creamy white about the size of a small 

apple; sweet, mild and very tender. You can eat them skin and all.

Cucumber Lemon (65 days) Unusual cuke is bright lemon yellow, round, and best when harvested at 2" 

across for either pickles or salads. Flavor is sweet, mild, never bitter, with an 

old-fashioned cucumber flavor with a hint of nuttiness. Heirloom
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Cucumber Marketmore (60 days) OP Popular variety is a consistent producer of delicious, mildly sweet cucumbers 

with dark green protective skin. Highly disease-resistant and produce over a 

long season in hot or cool weather. A selection from Marketmore 76.

Cucumber National Pickling (52 days) This is the pickling cuke that pickle growers asked for. High yielding, early 

fruiting on vigorous, medium vines. Retains quality over a long season. Dark 

green fruit can be picked small at 2"-3" long for gherkins or larger at 5"-6" long 

for full sized pickles

Cucumber Northern 

Pickling

(48 days) OP A high-yielding, early variety for salads and pickling. Medium green fruits bear 

early and set heavily on short, space-saving vines. Pick frequently at a small 

size to maintain good color and fruit. Black spine. 

Cucumber Richmond 

Green Apple

(70 days) Unique heirloom from Australia. Fruits are the size of a lemon but are a 

beautiful light green color. Very mild, sweet and juicy. Hard to find and fun to 

grow. 

Cucumber Spacemaster (56 days) Compact cucumber ideal for containers. Short hardy vines produce slender, 

dark green fruits 7.5" long. Prolific and great in salads or plain. Height 6-8"; 

spread 26".

Cucumber Striped  (60-70 

days)

Heirloom. Introduced from Armenia to Italy in the 1400's. This unusual and 

attractive 12"-18" cucumber is always sweet and crispy, even when fruit is 

large. Thin-skinned, green with ridges has a dense flesh, few seeds, and a 

pleasant, mild flavor. Also known as the Painted Serpent. Handle carefully to 

avoid bruising.

Eggplant Behold Hybrid (60 days) HY Violet-purple fruits with white stripes, tender skin, very few seeds, and a very 

sweet, non-bitter flavor. Recommended for marinating or grilling whole. Fruit 

size: 4-8"; Height: 3-4 ft.; Spread: 30-35".

Eggplant Black Beauty (75-80 

days)

OP Popular heirloom variety. Glossy fruits become quite large, but are well 

shaped and perfect for thick slices for grilling. Harvest when fruit is shiny and 

before skin becomes dull. Harvest at about 6" long. 

Eggplant Nadia Hybrid (70 days) Glossy dark purple-black skin and outstanding fruit and production qualities 

make this variety special. Its classic Italian shape ia an elongated oval to 9" 

long and fruit has a very firm flesh with a slow seed development. Sets well 

even under cool conditions.

Eggplant Orient Express 

Hybrid

(58 days) Outstanding early productivity. Attractive, slender, 8-10", glossy black fruits in 

the long Oriental style. Sets fruit in cool weather as well as under heat stress. 

Tender, delicately flavored, and quick cooking. Purple calyx.

Eggplant Purple Long (85 days) Prolific Italian variety. Heavily branched plants typically yield 4 or more dark-

purple, cucumber-shaped fruit 8"-10" long.

Flower

Cosmos, 

Cranberries

‘Cranberries,’ Double Click, Cosmos bipinnatus, (SS) - 3’ - 4’ tall, 2” - 3” 

beautiful carmine-red cranberry blooms in popular double click series, most 

are double flowers. Long flowering season.

Flower

Cosmos, 

Cupcake

Cosmos bipinnatus, (PS) - 4’ tall, dark and light pink and white flowers, cut 

and come again flowers, deadheading produces more flowers. Wonderful new 

bowl shape with center pinwheel of smaller petals. Very, very cool. Easy and 

disease resistant

Flower

Cosmos, Double 

Click, Blend

Cosmos bipinnatus, (Gurneys) - 4’ tall, huge, frilly double blooms in shades of 

red, pink and white. Cut and come again flower. Great cut flower.
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Flower

Cosmos, Double 

Click, 'Snowpuff

Double Click, Cosmos bipinnatus, (PS) - 4’ tall, white frilly double flowers in 

popular Double Click series, birds and butterflies love them!

Flower

Cosmos, 

Lemonade

 Cosmos bipinnatus, (B) - 20” - 24” tall, Lemon petals with white centers. 

Unique color for cosmos. Great in containers or borders. Beautiful!

Flower

Marigold,  

African,  

Crackerjack

Tagetes erecta, (BI) - 3’ tall, 4” large double blooms in tangerine orange, rich 

gold and lemon yellow. Great with purple or blue flowers. Long lasting.

Flower

Marigold, African 

'Alaska' 

Tagetes erecta, (SS) - 2.5’ - 3.5’ tall, wavy-edged double flower pale primrose 

yellow, debuted in 1961, almost disappeared and has now reappeared. Easy 

to grow!

Flower

Marigold, African 

'Kee's Orange' 

Tagetes erecta, (SS) - 1.5 - 2’ tall, wonderful orange double flowers that are 

aromatic. Petals are used for food coloring. Named for Kees Sahin, a famous 

Dutch breeder. 

Flower

Marigold, African 

'Yellow 

Supreme' 

Tagetes erecta, (SS) - 2.5 - 3’ tall, lemon yellow crinkly-edged flowers, very 

productive. Debuted in 1935, almost disappeared.

Flower

Marigold, Inca II 

Gold 

Tagetes erecta (PS) - 12” tall, 3” - 4” double gold blooms. This a sturdy plant 

with large early-blooming flowers.

Flower

Marigold, Lemon 

Drop 

Lemon Drop - Tagetes erecta, (BI) - Dwarf plant, 6” to 8” tall, lemon yellow 

flowers. Great border plant and planted in mass. Beneficials love them.

Flower

Marigold, 

Moonstruck 

Yellow 

Tagetes erecta, (PS) - 12” - 15” tall, 4” - 4.5” double very large blooms. Great 

plant, easy. 

Flower

Marigold, 

Strawberry 

Blonde (Limited 

Quantity) 

(B) - 8” - 10” tall. Dwarf French bicolor marigold in marvelous new colors: 

pastel pink, rose and yellow. Bushy and vigorous plant. NEW!

Flower Marigold, Vanilla 

Tagetes erecta, (PS) - 16” tall, 3” light cream to pale yellow double blooms, 

butterflies love, repeat bloomer.

Flower

Zinnia, California 

Giants 

Flower

Zinnia, 

Crouching Tiger 

Flower

Zinnia, Cut and 

Come Again 

Flower

Zinnia, Dancing 

Girls 

Flower

Zinnia, Deep 

Red 

Flower

Zinnia, Fireball 

Blend 
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Flower

Zinnia, Hidden 

Dragon 

Flower

Zinnia, Lilac 

Empress 

(Cactus) 

Flower

Zinnia, 

Peppermint 

Stick 

Flower Zinnia, Pinca 

Flower

Zinnia, Queen 

Red Lime 

Flower

Zinnia, Raggedy 

Anne (Cactus) 

Flower

Zinnia, 

Raspberry 

Limeade 

(Limited 

Quantities) 

Flower Zinnia, Senora 

Flower

Zinnia, State 

Fair Gold Medal 

Flower Zinnia, Tudor 

Flower Zinnia, Whirligig 

Flower

Zinnia, 

Zinderella Peach 

(Limited 

Quantities) 

Flower

Zinnia, 

Zinderella 

Purple (Limited 

Quantities) 

Ground Cherries Goldie (75 days) This old-fashioned ground cherry bears 1/2"-3/4" sweet golden berries inside 

papery husks. The flavor is quite sweet and a bit wild. The short spreading 

vines produce abundantly. Fruit is ripe when the light brown papery husk has 

folded back to reveal the golden berry. Ripe fruit will soon fall to the ground. 

Fruits can be eaten raw, dried like raisins, frozen, canned, or made into 

preserves and desserts. Open pollinated.

Ground Cherries Pineapple (75 days) Out of the ordinary yellow ground cherry has a flavor that is sweet, fruity, and 

really does remind you of a pineapple. Makes a unique and wonderful salsa. 

The short spreading vines produce abundantly. Fruit is ripe when the light 

brown papery husk has folded back to reveal the golden berry. Ripe fruit will 

soon fall to the ground. Open pollinated.
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Herb Chives, Purly Perennial. Versatile, medium-sized leaves. Mild onion flavor. Leaves are a  

key culinary herb, while the attractive globe-shaped blooms are used as an 

edible garnish. Plant is also ornamental. Height 12-18". Allium 

schoenoprasum

Herb Cilantro, Santo A strain that's slow to flower, with an upright habit and finely cut leaves. 

Indispensible for Mexican and Oriental cooking. (Coriander)

Herb Dill, Dukat Leafy An especially sweet and  mellow dill bred in Denmark for traditional 

Scandinavian dishes. The fine cut, blue green leaves hold longer than other 

varieties. Let some plants bloom to give nectar to buterflies and then harvest 

the pungent seed heads to season pickles.

Herb Fennel, Bronze Feathery bronze-red colored foliage with sweet flavor. Nonbulbing type. 

Leaves nice addition fo salads, cole slaw, and dressings. Very ornamental. 

Perennial.

Herb Marjoram, 

Zaatar

This popular Middle Eastern spice is aromatic and delectable. A wonderfully 

heady, richly scented and spicy seasoning that combines the flavors of 

Marjoram, Oregano and Thyme. Height 3 ft.; Width 3 ft.  Tender Perennial. 

Origanum syriaca . 

Herb Oregano, Greek Perennial.  Heavy oregano aroma. Characteristic dark green leaves with white 

flowers. . Excellent flavor and very hardy in the garden. 12-18" tall. Origanum 

vulgare hirtum.

Herb Parsley, Italian 

Gigante

Italian heirloom. Hardy biennial likes full sun or partial shade. Exceptionally 

large, flat glossy leaves with a sweet and mellow flavor. Height 12-18".  

Kale Scarlet  (50-60 

days)

Heirloom. Beautiful purple-red kale with frilly leaves that are delicious in a 

salad or use the plant as an edible landscape specimen. Very cold tolerant 

and tastier after a frost. 

Kale Starbor Hybrid (55 days) For "one-cut" harvest. The finely curled, dark blue-green leaves can be 

harvested with one cut instead of being stripped off the plant individually. The 

compact plants produce leaves that are very uniform, resist yellowing, and 

have good flavor. Perfect for harvesting the whole plant at 12-18". 

Exceptionally cold tolerant.

Kale Toscano (30 days 

baby; 65 

days 

mature)

Italian heirloom. Lacinato or "dinosaur" type. Unique leaf type noncurled but 

heavily blistered (savoyed). Rich, tender leaves have a softer texture than 

curly green kales. Tolerant of hot and cold weather. Brassica oleracea.

Melon Ambrosia 

Cantaloupe

(86 days) A top selling cantaloupe. Luscious, extra-sweet, and juicy with a delectable 

aroma. 6" melons average 5 lbs. each. Vines are resistant to powdery mildew 

and yield bumper crops.

Melon San Juan Hybrid (78 days) Ananas type. Superior flavor. Heavily netted oval fruits average 4.5 lb. 

Wonderfully aromatic, pear-like, sweet flavor. Ivory colored flesh. Fruits 

average 8" x 6.5". Fruit is ripe when skin is mostly yellow and melons slip from 

vine. Disease resistant.

Melon Sarah's Choice 

Hybrid

(76 days) Cantaloupe type. Sweet and juicy flesh has been a winner in trials. Attractive 

oval 3 lb fruits. Disease resistant

Melon Savor Hybrid (78 days) French Charentais type. Unsurpassed eating quality. Small, 2 lb melons are 

faintly ribbed, with a smooth gray-green rind and dark green sutures. Sweet 

and aromatic, deep orange flesh. 
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Mustard Mizuna (40 days) Essential salad mix ingredient. Unique mustard green of Japanese origin. 

Mizuna produces dozens of pencil thin white stalks with deeply cut, fringed 

leaves. Mild flavor. Continues to produce for several weeks from one planting 

as a cut and come again product.

Pepper Anaheim (80 days) Medium 

hot

Historic chili deveoped over 100 years ago. It was selected to have a milder, 

freher flavor than most chilis, with thick, meaty walls, and large peppers up to 

8" long. Good roasted, fresh, dried and canned. Most often used when it is 

dark green, but it will become hotter and turn bright red as it matures.

Pepper Ancho (Poblano) (65-80 

days)

Medium 

hot

When fresh and still green, these mildly hot heart-shaped peppers are stuffed 

and made into chiles rellenos. When mature they are dark, rust red, and richly 

flavored. 4" long tapering to a blunt point. Called Ancho when dried, Poblano 

when fresh.

Pepper Cal Wonder (65-85 

days)

Sweet 

Bell

Large, blocky, thick-walled peppers with 3-4 large lobes perfect for stuffing. 

Glossy, deep-green peppers turn red at maturity. Large upright plants are 

prolific producers. Heirloom.

Pepper Carmen Hybrid (75 days) Sweet 

Non-

bell

Sweet peppers in the Italian bull's horn style mature at least a week earlier 

than comparative types. Beautiful fruits have the traditional horn shape and 

grow to 6 in. long and 2-1/2 in. wide, with wide shouldera tapering to a point. 

(2006 AAS winner)

Pepper Fresno (75 days) Medium 

hot

If you grow only one hot pepper this year, consider making it Fresno. This 

mildly hot pepper is a very heavy producer, with consistently glossy, high-

qualify, 2" by 1" fruit, on 24-30" plants. It needs little water during the growth 

season compared with many others, and you can tailor its heat level by picking 

it green for mildest flavor, deep red for hottest, and orange for a happy 

medium. Not suitable for drying into spice but ideal for eating fresh, stuffing, 

canning, pickling, frying, sauteing, and more.  

Pepper Jalapeno, Early 

Jalapeno

(60-65 

days)

Hot Ideal for Mexican dishes. Deep green fruits mature to red. Sausage-shaped 

fruits, 3-1/2" by 1-1/2", are also perfect for pickling. Matures earlier than 

regular Jalapeno. Compact, non-brittle bushes.

Pepper Jimmy Nardello (80 days) Sweet One of the sweetest non-bell peppers you'll ever taste. Bright red, 6" to 8" long 

peppers are about 1" wide and somewhat wrinkled in appearance. Great for 

frying or salads. Expect large yields. 

Pepper Karma Hybrid (68-80 

days)

Sweet 

Bell

Large 5-6" long by 3-4" wide; thick sweet walls; matures from dark green to 

bright red and tastes great! 25-35" tall; needs staking to support their huge 

bounty. TMV resistant.

Pepper Marconi, Giant (63-70 

days)

Sweet 

Non-

bell

Hybrid large tapered peppers grow to 8" by 3", with a sweet smokey flavor. 

They resemble a cross between a Marconi and a Lamuyo-type pepper. 

Sweetest when red. Great fresh, grilled or roasted. Resistant to tobacco 

mosaic virus and potato Y virus. Plants bear well despite cold, wet, or dry 

conditions.

Pepper Marconi, Red (70 days) Sweet 

Non-

bell

Wonderful sweet long red Italian-style peppers (up to 12" long x 3" across); 

good producer; thin walled.  Ripens from green to red. Good green or mature; 

good for salads and frying.

Pepper Padron (50-65 

days)

Mild to 

Hot

Spanish heirloom and tapa bar favorite. Traditionally used in its immature 

green stage, when it is picked quite small (thumb/olive size), sauteed in olive 

oil, and served in a bowl with stems on. Peppers are mild when small and 

green, but get hotter as they grow. At full maturity, they are about 2-1/2" long 

and 1-1/4" wide, deep red and fiery hot. Vigorous, prolific plants.
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Pepper Pasilla (Pasilla 

Bajio)

(78 days) Mildly 

Hot

Starts off dark green and ends up dark brown. Typically grows 8" to 10" long 

and is called Pasilla when dried. Featuring a rich smoky taste, the pasilla often 

turns up in dried whole form or as a powder in Mexican salsas as well as in 

mole and adobo sauces.  It creates an interesting twist in the flavor and 

appearance of the standard red-chile enchilada sauce and in many other 

dishes.  Strong, upright plants produce heavy yields. 

Pepper Piquillo (90 days) Sweet Seeds from Spain. Triangular shaped sweet pepper 3" to 4" long and 1-1/2" to 

2-1/4" wide. Thick flesh, a strong red color and a small heart. Traditionally 

roasted over embers, which gives them a delicious sweet smokey flavor, and 

then peeled. Can also be blanched and peeled. Often stuffed and served as 

tapas. Ripen from green to red. 

Pepper Serrano  (75-85 

days)

Hot Hotter than a Jalapeno, not as fiery as an Habanero. Flavorful 2" medium thick 

walled fruits can be used green or red, and are perfect for chili sauce, salsa, 

hot pepper vinegar, and pickles. Freezes well. Vigorous, attractive 30-36" 

plants.

Pepper Stuff Enuff, Red 

Bell

(60-80 

days)

Mild Big, beautiiful Italian pepper up to 7" long by 5" wide. Perfect for stuffing. Plant 

yields loads of colossal fruit in little space. Whopping, tasty, 14 oz. fruits turn 

from green to red as fruits mature. Height 32"; spread 30". 

Pepper Yolo Wonder (75 days) Sweet 

Bell

Heirloom. Large, thick-skinned, high yielding, sweet, and delicious. Can be 

roasted, stuffed, added to salads, or eated as snacks. Ripen from green to 

red.

Shiso Green Shiso 

(Green Perilla)

Spicy oriental favorite. Distinct cinnamon/clove flavor and aroma, with the 

spiciness of cumin. Bright emerald leaves are slightly spicier than the red 

variety. 18-30" tall.  (self-sows)

Shiso Red Shiso (Red 

Perilla)

Spicy oriental favorite. Distinct cinnamon/clove flavor and aroma, with the 

spiciness of cumin. Leaves are dark purplish-red. Red Shiso colors radish 

pickles and "umeboshi" plums. 18-30" tall. (self-sows) 

Squash, 

Summer

Early 

Straightneck

(42-56 

days)

Heirloom. Uniform lemon-yellow lightly warted club-shaped fruits are best 

harvested at 4"-7" long. Firm fine-grained thick flesh, excellent quality. Bush-

type plants. AAS winner in 1938.

Squash, 

Summer

Magda Hybrid (50 days) This Middle Eastern or Mediterranean type is delicious, full-bodied, tender, 

and almost nutty. The fruit is shorter and much plumper than zucchini, with a 

creamy-green skin and pure white interior. Scurmptiou fresh or cooked.

Squash, 

Summer

Sunburst Patty 

Pan Hybrid

(50-55 

days)

Beautiful butter yellow scallop-type squash. Each fruit is accented with a small 

dark green ring. Vigorous plants with good yields. Attractive, whether picked 

tiny, with the blossom still attached, or teacup-size. 1985 AAS winner. 

Squash, 

Summer

Zucchini, Black 

Beauty

(60 days) An early vigorous bush zucchini with straight, smooth, dark-green mottled 

fruits. Tastiest at 6-8" with pale greenish-white, firm flesh. Easy to grow. Very 

prolific with heavy yields.

Squash, 

Summer

Zucchini, Dark 

Green

(45-65 

days)

OP An early vigorous bush zucchini with straight, smooth, dark-green mottled 

fruits. Tastiest at 6-8" with pale greenish-white, firm flesh. Easy to grow. Very 

prolific with heavy yields. 

Squash, Winter Butternut (105 days) Fruits weigh 3-4 lbs and are about 9" long when mature. Skin is light tan and 

the flesh is orange with a delicate sweet taste.
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Squash, Winter Delicata, Bush (80-90 

days)

 Nutty, sweet-potato flavor from a rich orange flesh. Productive, compact, 3 to 

4 ft. semi-bush plants possess strong tolerance to powdery mildew. Striped 

fruits, 1-1/2 To 2 lb. and 8" long, are excellent for storage. AAS Winner.

Squash, Winter Jarrahdale 

Pumpkin

(100 days) Slate, blue-grey, 6 to 10 lb fruit of superb quality. Their shape is flat, ribbed, 

and very decorative; also a good keeper. One of the more tasty varieties for a 

variety of savory dishes and is excellent for a year-round supply of squash, as 

these will often keep well over 12 months. Heirloom baking pumpkin from New 

Zealand is packed with rich aromatic stringless golden flesh.

Squash, Winter Kabocha (95 days) Kabocha, pronounced kah-BOH-chah, is a winter squash encased in a dull, 

deep green, hard, mottled skin that is oftentimes lined with pale, uneven 

stripes. There are also some orange skinned cultivars though the green is the 

most commonly produced. The skin is technically edible if cooked though most 

commonly it is discarded. Round and squat with a flattened top, it ranges from 

one to eight pounds but generally weighs an average of two to three pounds. 

Within the squash is a deep yellow orange flesh which surrounds a small seed 

cavity. When cooked the Kabocha squash offers a finely grained, dry flesh 

with a buttery and tender texture. Rather sweet, its rich flavor combines that of 

a sweet potato and a pumpkin.

Swiss Chard Fordhook Giant (50-60 

days)

Heirloom. Truly superior green chard for farm and garden, used since the 

1750's. Heavily crumpled, very dark glossy green leaves contrast nicely with 

broad white succulent stems. Receives top marks for fine flavor and texture, 

also makes a nice poultry feed.

Swiss Chard Ruby 

Red/Rhubarb

(32 days baby leaf; 59 days bunching) Candy-apple red stems with dark-

green, red-veined leaves.  Great as a true red color in salad mix. NOTE: 

Young Ruby Red plants may bolt to seed if exposed to frosts; time sowings to 

avoid frost on seedlings.

Tomatillos Cisineros (75 days) Incredibly large tomatillo. Easily twice the size of most tomatillos and very 

productive. Apple-green fruit have a papery husk that splits open as tomatillos 

mature and turn yellow-green. Use in bright green stage for tartest flavor or 

allow to ripen further for a sweeter taste. 

Tomatillos Gigante (100 days) "Gigante" has close to 50% more sugar than other tomatillos. It's also bigger 

and tastier than any other. Just right for chili, salsa, soups, and your favorite 

Latin American dishes. Size: 4" across. Height: 20-24"; Spread: 12-24".

Tomatillos Purple (68-70 

days)

Heirloom. Rare variety, smaller 1" fruit has sweeter flavor than green tomatillo. 

Makes attractive purple salsa. Easy to grow, less sticky. Start to harvest 

individual fruits when the husk begins to split or the fruit fills out the husk. 

Sweeter & darker when left on the plant longer. Try at various stages of 

ripeness.

Tomatillos Toma Verde (60 days) Large, flat-round green fruits. Use in salsa or Mexican cooking. A main 

ingredient in salsa verde. Harvest when the fruit is plump and papery husk 

splits. Seedier, but sweeter when left on the plant. Ripen fully for eating raw. 

Taste at various stages of ripeness.

Tomato Amos Coli P Heirloom HL Large, meaty paste tomato. Good production; dense meaty. Good for canning, 

sauce and fresh eating.
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Type Name Days Tom 

Category
TomProp Prop

Tom

Pepper 

Heat

Description TomType

Tomato Artisan Lucky 

Tiger

(70 days) C Open 

Pollinated

OP Elongated green striped cherry tomato with a striking red blush. As fruit ripens 

the green striping becomes more defined and the background turns red as the 

interior marbling develops. The overall effect when ripe is of a red tomato with 

prominent green striping. Excellent sweet, tart flavor. [PVP]

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Aussie (85 days) B Heirloom HL Favorite Australian plant dependably yields picture-perfect, copious amounts 

of 1-2 lb., glossy-red, meaty, fluted, beefsteak tomatoes loaded with delicious, 

bold, rich and complex tomatoey flavors. Great disease resistance. 

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Beefsteak (96 days) B Heirloom HL This old favorite is the HUGE variety to grow if you want big, meaty, thick, 

tasty tomatoes that make thick slices for sandwiches. The fruits sometimes 

reach 2 lbs and have a rich tomato flavor. Vigorous plants.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Black Cherry (65 days) C Open 

Pollinated

OP Deep purple, mahogany- brown round cherry tomatoes.  Delicious with sweet, 

rich, complex, full flavor. Fruit is produced in abundance on vigorous, tall 

plants.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Black Ethiopian (81 days) S Heirloom HL Russian heirloom originally from the Ukraine region. Vigorous plants yield 

copious amounts of red-mahogany-bronze, 5-oz., plum-shaped fruit. 

Exceptional, rich, fruity, tangy taste. Rare.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Black Krim (75-90 

days)

B Heirloom HL Heirloom from the Black Sea of Russia. Dark brown-red tomatoes are large, 

10 to 12 ozs., and very richly flavored and sweet, with just a hint of saltiness.  

Color is darker in hot weather, and fruit seems to set well even in the heat. 

Prone to cracking, but a very heavy producer.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Box Car Willie (80 days) S Heirloom HL This variety offers a very heavy crop of good-sized, smooth red tomatoes with 

delicious flavor, ranging from 6 to 10 ozs.
Indetermi

nate

Tomato Brandywine (78 days) B Heirloom HL The large fruits, often over 1 lb., have a deep pink skin, smooth red flesh, and 

luscious flavor. This "Quisenberry" strain is considered among the best. 
Indetermi

nate

Tomato Burpee's Big 

Boy

(78 days) B Hybrid HY Heavy yields of huge, smooth, deep globe-shaped fruits often weighing a 

pound or more. Thick, solid, bright red flesh with outstanding flavor. Excellent 

fresh or canned.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Camp Joy 

Cherry

(70 days) C Heirloom HL Full, well-rounded tomato taste. Strong growing vines bear big, heavy clusters 

of large-sized luscious red cherries. This special heirloom is propagated by an 

organic family farm. 

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Carbon (76 days) B Open 

Pollinated

OP Big, regular-leaf tomato plants yield prolific amounts of 10-14 oz., beautiful 

purple-brown, open-pollinated tomatoes. Delicious, rich, complex flavors. 

Winner of several tasting awards.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Cherokee Purple (85 days) S Heirloom HL This large dark purple tomato from Tennessee is rumored to have come from 

Cherokee gardeners. Its flavor is rich and full, and often compared to 

Brandywine. Flesh is brick-red and very attractive sliced on a plate. Plants 

make large vines that yield tomatoes fully 5 inches across and 3-1/2 inches 

deep.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Coyote (65 days) C Heirloom HL Delightful little cherry tomatoes are creamy ivory with hints of yellow and an 

absolutely unforgettable taste. The flavor is not only sweet but is also marked 

by a fruity complexity. They are so irresistible that you won't want to stop 

eating them at harvest time. Plants are large and quite prolific, bearing long 

clusters of these 1/2-inch delicious little treats. Heirloom variety originally from 

Mexico. 

Indetermi

nate
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Tomato Dagma's 

Perfection

(73 days) S Heirloom HL Vigorous and abundant producer of medium-sized, 12 oz., slightly flattened, 

pale-yellow fruits with delicate, light red striping. Deliciously flavorful with 

overtones of tropical fruit and subtle hints of lime. Firm, juicy and elegant in 

the mouth, and jewel-like in appearance.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Fourth of July (49 days) S Hybrid HY Rich-flavored, 4 oz fruits ripen extra early on high-yielding plants. They are big 

enough for slicing and extra juicy yet firm.
Indetermi

nate

Tomato Glacier (63 days) S Open 

Pollinated

OP Extremely early, cold-tolerant, high-yielding special strain. Begins flowering 

when only 4" high and bears tasty tomatoes 45 days later. Expect higher-than-

average yields of 2 to 3 oz. fruits with outstanding flavor for such an early 

tomato.

Semi-

determina

te

Tomato Godfather (aka 

Ravello)

B Open 

Pollinated

OP Original seeds from a tomato purchased at a roadside stand in Ravello, Italy. 

Medium to large & delicious.
Indetermi

nate

Tomato Goose Creek (75 days) S Heirloom HL Heirloom from early 1800s from family of edible landscape expert, Jimmy 

Williams, owner of Hayground Organic Gardening in California.  Hot reddish 

pink, round, smooth and blemish free, very juicy, high yields and very few 

seeds.  4-10 oz.  Very good flavor. Slicer.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Green Zebra (75 days) S Open 

Pollinated

OP Developed in 1985 by tomato breeder Tom Wagner. 2" round fruit ripens to a 

yellow-gold with dark-green zebra-like stripes. Flesh is lime-emerald in color 

with an invigorating lemon-lime flavor. Great used fresh and also great for 

tomato marmalade.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Isis Candy (67 days) C Open 

Pollinated

OP Delightful, 1" round cherry, yellow with red tinge and marbling. Gold flesh. 

Typically a "cat's eye" star of yellow on one end of fruit. Sweet taste is rich & 

fruity, delicious. Very productive thru long season.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Jasper (60 days) C Hybrid HY 2013 AAS Winner! Small, round, 3/4" red fruits weigh less tha 1 oz. with 

sweet, rich flavor and a pleasant creamy texture. Fruits grow on small trusses, 

holding quality for a long time on the plant and after picking, resisting cracking 

and rot. Extra vigorous plants. Outstanding disease resistance. 

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Juliet (60 days) C Hybrid HY Heavy yields of sweet, true red, 1 oz. oblong fruits. They arise in big clusters 

amid good foliage protection. Crack resistant. Juliet's full tomato flavor makes 

it versatile enough to enjoy a number of different ways.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Kellogg's 

Breakfast

(80 days) B Heirloom HL Lovely deep orange color on 1 lb. beefsteak type fruit. Tomatoes have 

wonderful, rich flavor and are quite meaty with few seeds. Juice has the same 

bright color as orange juice and is delicious.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Limmony (85 days) B Heirloom HL Limmony is one of the first Russian varieties popularized in the US. An 

abundant Russian heirloom. Produces 10-16 oz., 4-5", light-yellow beefsteak. 

Unlike most yellows this one is loaded  with lots of luscious, big sweet tangy 

flavors.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Marglobe  (73 days) S Heirloom HL Reliable large harvests of beautiful, tasty,  globe-shaped, scarlet tomatoes 

with thick walls and medium size. Vines are strong and offer heavy foliage 

cover. Well adapted to most areas. A good canning tomato.  

Determin

ate

Tomato Marianna's 

Peace

(80 days) B Open 

Pollinated

OP Large, 1 to 2 lb. dark pink tomatoes have luscious, full tomato flavor that 

features a good balance of acidity and sweetness. Vigorous potato-leaved 

vines are very productive.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Martha 

Washington

(78 days) S Hybrid HY Globe-shaped pink fruits weigh from 8-16 oz. Heirloom quality fruit with a more 

reliable plant. Great taste.
Indetermi

nate
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Tomato Midnight Snack, 

Indigo Cherry

(65-70 

days)

C Hybrid HY Unique indigo-type cherry tomato ripens to red with beautiful glossy black-

purple overlay when exposed to sunlight. Coloration comes from the 

accumulation of anthocyanin pigments and contain healthy antioxidants. 2017 

AAS winner. 

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Momotaro (74 days) S Hybrid HY Most popular tomato in Japan. Round, medium-sized, perfectly smooth 

tomatoes. Taste is wonderful, intensely rich and sweet, with just the right 

amount of acid. Abundant crops.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Mortgage Lifter (75-85 

days)

B Heirloom HL Long-time favorite with good yields of very large, smooth, pink-skinned fruits 

even in droughts. Very meaty fruits with few seeds. Very mild, delectable, 

sweet flavor.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Paul Robeson (75 days) B Heirloom HL Named after the Black Rights activist, Paul Robeson, this Russian heirloom is 

an excellent choice for cooler climates as it originates in Siberia. Paul 

Robeson is a dark black-purple beefsteak that grows in a flattened 4" size with 

deep crimson center flesh. Succulent, earthy, smoky and rich are some 

descriptions of the flavor.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Pineapple (85-95 

days)

B Heirloom HL This heirloom tomato is a stand-out in everyone's garden. Bicolored red and 

yellow fruit grows very large, up to 2 lbs., and is streaked with red both inside 

and out. Wonderful rich, fruity and sweet flavor. Strong vines bear an 

abundant crop.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Pink Berkeley 

Tie Dye

(65-75 

days)

S Open 

Pollinated

OP Early, heavy producer of dark pink purple fruit with green stripes that turn a 

silver metalic. Very meaty port wine color interior with sweet, rich, dark tomato 

flavor. From Wild Boar Farms.. 

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Red Pear (80 days) C Heirloom HL Vines carry an abundance of miniature red, pear shaped fruit, 2" long. They 

are sweet and juicy and resist cracking. 
Indetermi

nate

Tomato Red Racer (57 days) C Hybrid HY VFFNST. 2018 AAS winner. Cocktail size, 1.5" tomatoes have a good 

sweet/acid balance, weigh 2 oz., are uniform in size, and grow in clusters. 

Compact plants produce huge yields and are ideal for small space and 

container gardens. 

Determin

ate

Tomato Roma (68-92 

days)

P Heirloom HL The standard Italian canning and paste tomato. Its vigorous compact vines 

produce large harvest of 3" long, pear-shaped, thick-walled, solid fruit with few 

seeds. This variety is highly wilt resistant.

Determin

ate

Tomato San Marzano (80 days) P Open 

Pollinated

OP Excellent for canning, tomato paste, or puree. Rectangular pear-shaped, 3-

1/2" long fruit with mild flavor and meaty texture. Bright red color. Not 

impressive raw but the most flavorful of cooking tomatoes.  Seeds from Italy.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Sioux (70 days) S Open 

Pollinated

OP Originally released in 1944 by the University of Nebraska. Incredible flavor and 

reliably large harvests even in hot weather. Sweet yet tangy and full of rich, 

complex flavors. Round, red 6 oz. fruit.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Stupice (52 days) S Heirloom HL Potato-leaf heirloom from Czechoslovakia is a cold-tolerant tomato that bears 

an abundance of very sweet, flavorful 2" to 3", deep red fruit. 
Indetermi

nate

Tomato Sun Gold (57 days) C Hybrid HY Very sweet, bright orange cherry tomatoes taste not just sugary but also fruity 

and delicious. Vigorous growers, tall plants bear long clusters of fruit. A real 

taste treat.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Sunchocola (67 days) C Hybrid HY Gorgeous chocolate-red, 1" fruits with a deliciously sweet, smoky flavor are 

very juicy and low in acid. Clusters of 8 to 12 fruits, weighing about 1 oz., are 

grown on high yielding plants.

Indetermi

nate

Tomato Sunrise Bumble 

Bee

(70 days) C Open 

Pollinated

OP Beautiful cherry-type is golden saffron with flaming crimson streaks. Fruit are 

1.5" tall and 1" wide. Flavor is complex, mellow and  not too sweet. [PVP]
Indetermi

nate
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Tomato SunSugar (62 days) C Hybrid HY FT Hybrid. Golden yellow/orange cherry tomato. Very sweet, fruity-tasting, thin-

skinned, 1/2 oz. fruits are crack resistant. Very vigorous and productive.
Indetermi

nate

Tomato Yellow Pear (78 days) C Heirloom HL Heirloom. These miniature pear-shaped tomatoes are 1-1/2 to 2" long and 

clear yellow in color. They are delightfully sweet, and baskets of these are as 

pretty as can be. Tall plants bear large and continuous harvests.  

Indetermi

nate


